
The JavaScript CodeRetreat
Professionalize programming

jscoderetreat.com

September 6, 2014    3rd edition, Munich, Germany 

September 12, 2014    Pre-JSConf EU, Berlin, Germany 

Sponsorships

http://jscoderetreat.com


Wolfram Kriesing

Irene De Nicolo

‣ Founder of the JavaScript CodeRetreat 
‣ Co-founder and CTO of uxebu GmbH, the first world’s 

JavaScript company  
‣ More than 17 years of programming experience 
‣ Speaker and facilitator at countless IT conferences all over 

the world

‣ Co-founder of the JavaScript CodeRetreat 
‣ Business developer and Marketer at uxebu GmbH  
‣ Co-organizer of JS CodeRetreats through all Europe 
‣ Mission: print a smile on the developers’ faces

Organizers



Over 200 attendees

6 cities joining

92% “It was totally worth it”

10 facilitators through all EU

Photos: bit.ly/uxebu-albums

Past editions

http://bit.ly/uxebu-albums


A JavaScript CodeRetreat is a 
FREE day-long practice event, 
focusing on the fundamentals 
of software development and 

design. 

TDD Refactoring

Clean code Better coding

JavaScript Fun :)

How does it work?



It was first kicked off in Munich, but the event takes always 
place in various cities, simultaneously.

The JS CodeRetreat regularly takes place every 3 months

Where and when?

JS CodeRetreat Vilnius, March 2014

‣ September 6, Munich, Global date 
‣ September 12, pre-JSConf EU, Berlin

Next dates: 



‣ Maintain a high quality level event 

‣ Constantly bring exceptional facilitators on stage 

‣ Sharpen the developers’ skills 

‣ Educate about better coding 

‣ Keep this event clearly distinct from a conference: 

act a lot, listen very little

Our vision 



This free day-long event needs sponsors for food (breakfast, 

snacks, lunch), drinks and location

Smart way of reaching the IT community for a reasonable price 

Freely decide if you’d like to sponsor just the Munich event (local partner), 

our one-time Berlin event or all locations involved (global partners)

Sponsoring: a no-package format

Reach and interact with highly skilled web developers from the 

top european tech hub, Munich 



As an additional one-time event, we’re proud to announce that 
we’re organising a JS CodeRetreat in Berlin on the 12th of Sept 

2014, just before the massive JSConf EU

Berlin: don’t miss the opportunity!

This is a perfect opportunity to be associated with the JS 
community: advanced web developers will be joining from all 

over the world

We’re still looking for sponsors for food and drinks!



Berlin: the JS week

BerlinJS
10 

Wed

RejectJS
11 
Thu

12 
Fri

JS CodeRetreat

13 
Sat

JSConf EU Day1

14 
Sun

JSConf EU Day2

Facilitators

Martin Klose Wolfram Kriesing Peter Aitken



Logo + link on website & other online media

Tweets + link from the official @jscoderetreat account

As a return we offer you:

Feel free to bring your own goodies for all the attendees

Feel free to bring you logo on roll-ups, will be placed around 
the stage

Sponsor name announced on the stage

If one or more members of your company are joining the 
event, you’ll have the time to go on stage and briefly tell about 
your business



The Munich event was already trusted by:



GET INVOLVED!

Contacts

contact@uxebu.com

kriesing@uxebu.com
Wolfram KRIESING

irene@uxebu.com
Irene DE NICOLO

www.jscoderetreat.com

mailto:contact@uxebu.com

